The "lock less" anti-theft cable

DEFEATS THE CASUAL THIEF  
NO LOCKS NEEDED

STRONG. Made from 3/32”, 7 x 7 steel aircraft cable, with soft PVC coating. What does that mean? The core is high-quality stranded steel cable and the soft coating won’t scratch your gear or vehicle.

Prevent theft of your belongings! Just loop the cable through an item and then lock the ball-end into a door or vehicle trunk. Your gear is secured!

No need for a padlock or combination lock – so it’s always ready to go. No keys to lose, no combos to forget. Keep one in each of your vehicles!

TAILGATING  After a hard day of tailgating - what do you do with that grill that isn’t entirely cool yet? You used to leave it sitting in the parking lot when you went into the game. Now you can lock it up with the Lockless Monster! Why spoil a perfect day with a stolen grill or a burned backseat.

CAMPING  Leaving the campsite for a hike? Lock up your generator, grill and those expensive chairs. You can even loop it all together at once and lock the ball-end into your camper door or storage doors. 16 foot Lockless Monster recommended. Connect one or more for even longer lengths and secure the whole campsite!

ROOF RACK  You just finished a great trail ride and you’re back at the car with your bike. But you have to use the bathroom. Just lock it up with the Lockless Monster! Peace of mind.

CARGO CARRIERS  Hitch-mount cargo carriers are great! Unless you have to stop and pop into a store.

CONTRACTOR TOOLS  Leaving your truck and your tools sitting there. Don’t. Lock them up simply and easily.

BOAT DECKS  Do you have one of those nice boat decks with real furniture on it? lock it up.

FISHING  Protect your gear. Just loop it up and lock the ball-end into a lockable hold.

KAYAK  Lock your kayak on your roof rack when going for lunch.

PATIO  Great to protect your grill and cooler sitting on the patio. Just lock the ball-end into the patio door!

WIND  Use as a tether to secure against losing lightweight articles in heavy winds, such as light-weight patio furniture. Lock the ball-end into the patio door.